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Figure 1: Left: the combination of manga faces we generated and body components we collected from a popular manga work Bleach
[27], which shows a unified style with a strong attractiveness. Right: the input frontal face photos and our results, where our method
can effectively endow output results with both the facial similarity and a popular manga style.
ABSTRACT
Manga is a world popular comic form originated in Japan, which
typically employs black-and-white stroke lines and geometric ex-
aggeration to describe humans’ appearances, poses, and actions. In
this paper, we propose MangaGAN, the first method based on Gen-
erative Adversarial Network (GAN) for unpaired photo-to-manga
translation. Inspired by how experienced manga artists draw manga,
MangaGAN generates the geometric features of manga face by a
designed GAN model and delicately translates each facial region
into the manga domain by a tailored multi-GANs architecture. For
training MangaGAN, we construct a new dataset collected from a
popular manga work, containing manga facial features, landmarks,
bodies and so on. Moreover, to produce high-quality manga faces,
we further propose a structural smoothing loss to smooth stroke-lines
and avoid noisy pixels, and a similarity preserving module to im-
prove the similarity between domains of photo and manga. Extensive
experiments show that MangaGAN can produce high-quality manga
faces which preserve both the facial similarity and a popular manga
style, and outperforms other related state-of-the-art methods.
The corresponding author is Jianwei Niu (e-mail: niujianwei@buaa.edu.cn). Hao Su,
Jianwei Niu, Xuefeng Liu, Qingfeng Li, Jiahe Cui, and Ji Wan are with Beihang
University.
1 INTRODUCTION
Manga, originated in Japan, is a worldwide popular comic form of
drawing on serialized pages to present long stories. Typical manga
is printed in black-and-white (as shown in Figure 1 left), which
employs abstract stroke lines and geometric exaggeration to describe
humans’ appearances, poses, and actions. Professional manga artists
usually build up personalized drawing styles during their careers,
and their styles are hard to be imitated by other peers. Meanwhile,
drawing manga is a time-consuming process, and even a professional
manga artist requires several hours to finish one page of high-quality
work.
As an efficient approach to assist with manga drawing, automat-
ically translating a face photo to manga with an attractive style is
much desired. This task can be described as the image translation
that is a hot topic in the computer vision field. In recent years, deep
learning based image translation has made significant progress and
derived a series of systematic methods. Among the examples are the
Neural Style Transfer (NST) methods (e.g.,[4, 11, 21, 29]) which
use tailored CNNs and objective functions to stylize images, the
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)[12] based methods (e.g.,
[19, 36, 64]) which work well for mapping paired or unpaired images
from the original domain to the stylized domain.
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Although these excellent works have achieved good performances
in their applications, they have difficulties to generate a high-quality
manga due to the following four challenges. First, in the manga
domain, humans’ faces are abstract, colorless, geometrically exag-
gerated, and far from that in the photo domain. The facial correspon-
dences between the two domains are hard to be matched by networks.
Second, the style of manga is more represented by the structure of
stroke lines, face shape, and facial features’ sizes and locations.
Meanwhile, for different facial features, manga artists always use
different drawing styles and locate them with another personalized
skill. These independent features (i.e., appearance, location, size,
style) are almost unable to be extracted and concluded by a network
simultaneously. Third, a generated manga has to faithfully resemble
the input photo to keep the identity of a user without comprising
the abstract manga style. It is a challenge to keep both of them with
high performances. Forth, the training data of manga is difficult to
collect. Manga artists often use local storyboards to show stories,
which makes it difficult to find clear and complete manga faces with
factors such as covered by hair or shadow, segmented by storyboards,
low-resolution and so on. Therefore, related state-of-the-art methods
of image stylization (e.g., [11, 19, 29, 35, 53, 59, 64]) are not able
to produce desired results of manga1.
To address these challenges, we present MangaGAN, the first
GAN-based method for translating frontal face photos to the manga
domain with preserving the attractive style of a popular manga work
Bleach [27]. We observed that an experienced manga artist generally
takes the following steps when drawing manga: first outlining the
exaggerated face and locating the geometric distributions of facial
features, and then fine-drawing each of them. MangaGAN follows
the above process and employs a multi-GANs architecture to trans-
late different facial features, and to map their geometric features by
another designed GAN model. Moreover, to obtain high-quality re-
sults in an unsupervised manner, we present a Similarity Preserving
(SP) module to improve the similarity between domains of photo and
manga, and leverage a structural smoothing loss to avoid artifacts.
To summarize, our main contributions are three-fold:
• We propose MangaGAN, the first GAN-based method for
unpaired photo-to-manga translation. It can produce attractive
manga faces with preserving both the facial similarity and
a popular manga style. MangaGAN uses a novel network
architecture by simulating the drawing process of manga
artists, which generates the exaggerated geometric features
of faces by a designed GAN model, and delicately translates
each facial region by a tailored multi-GANs architecture.
• We propose a similarity preserving module that effectively im-
proves the performances on preserving both the facial similar-
ity and manga style. We also propose a structural smoothing
loss to encourage producing results with smooth stroke-lines
and less messy pixels.
• We construct a new dataset called MangaGAN-BL (contain-
ing manga facial features, landmarks, bodies, etc.), collected
from a world popular manga work Bleach. Each sample has
been manually processed by cropping, angle-correction, and
repairing of disturbing elements (e.g, hair covering, shadows).
MangaGAN-BL will be released for academic use.
1Comparison results as shown in Figure 11 and 12 of experiments.
2 RELATED WORK
Recent literature suggests two main directions with the ability to
generate manga-like results: neural style transfer, and GAN-based
cross-domain translation.
2.1 Neural style transfer
The goal of neural style transfer (NST) is to transfer the style
from an art image to another content target image. Inspired by the
progress of CNN, Gatys et al. [11] propose the pioneering NST work
by utilizing CNN’s power of extracting abstract features, and the
style capture ability of Gram matrices [10]. Then, Li and Wand [29]
use the Markov Random Field (MRF) to encode styles, and present
an MRF-based method (CNNMRF) for image stylization. Afterward,
various follow-up works have been presented to improve their perfor-
mances on visual quality [13, 20, 35, 39, 48, 62], generating speed
[4, 17, 21, 33, 50], and multimedia extension [3, 5, 15, 58].
Although these methods work well on translating images into
some typical artistic styles, e.g., oil painting, watercolor, they are
not good at producing black-and-white manga with exaggerated ge-
ometry and discrete stroke lines, since they tend to translate textures
and colors features of a target style and preserve the structure of the
content image.
2.2 GAN-based cross-domain translation
Many GAN-based cross-domain translation methods work well
on image stylization, whose goal is to learn a mapping from a source
domain to a stylized domain. There are a series of works based on
GAN [12] presented and applied for image stylization. Pix2Pix [19]
first presents a unified framework for image-to-image translation
based on conditional GANs [40]. BicycleGAN [65] extends it to
multi-modal translation. Some methods including CycleGAN [64],
DualGAN [60], DiscoGAN [23], UNIT [36], DTN [54] etc. are pre-
sented for unpaired one-to-one translation. MNUIT [18], startGAN
[7] etc. are presented for unpaired many-to-many translation.
The methods mentioned above succeed in translation tasks that
are mainly characterized by color or texture changes only (e.g.,
summer to winter, and apples to oranges). For photo-to-manga trans-
lation, they fail to capture the correspondences between two domains
due to the abstract structure, colorless appearance, and geometric
deformation of manga drawing.
Besides the above two main directions, there are also some
works specially designed for creating artistic facial images. They
employ techniques of Non-photorealistic rendering (NPR), data-
driven synthesizing, computer graphics, etc., and have achieved
much progress in many typical art forms, e.g., caricature and car-
toon [2, 6, 16, 31, 47, 52, 57, 63], portrait and sketching [1, 8, 34,
43, 45, 46, 49, 55, 56, 59, 61]. However, none of them involve the
generation of manga face.
3 METHOD
3.1 Overview
Let P and M indicate the face photo domain and the manga do-
main respectively, where no pairing exists between them. Given an
input photo p ∈ P , our MangaGAN learns a mapping Ψ : P → M
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Figure 2: Overall pipeline of MangaGAN. Inspired by the prior knowledge of manga drawing, MangaGAN consists of two branches:
one branch learns the geometric mapping by a Geometric Transformation Network (GTN); the other branch learns the appearance
mapping by an Appearance Transformation Network (ATN). On the end, a Synthesis Module is designed to fuse them and end up
with the manga face.
that can transfer p to a samplem = Ψ(p),m ∈ M , while endowingm
with manga style and facial similarity.
As shown in Figure 2(f), our method is inspired by the prior knowl-
edge that how experienced manga artists doing drawing manga: first
outline the exaggerated face and locate the geometric distributions
of facial features, and finally do the fine-drawing. Accordingly, Man-
gaGAN consists of two branches: one branch learns a geometric
mapping Ψдeo by a Geometric Transformation Network (GTN) Nдeo
which adopted to translate the facial geometry from P to M [Fig-
ure 2(d)]; the other branch learns an appearance mapping Ψapp by
an Appearance Transformation Network (ATN) Napp [Figure 2(b)]
which used to produce components of all facial features. At the
end, a Synthesis Module is designed to fuse facial geometry and all
components, and end up with the output mangam ∈ M [Figure 2(e)].
Then, we will detail the ATN, the GTN, and the Synthesis Module
in Section 3.2, Section 3.3, and Section 3.4 respectively.
3.2 Appearance transformation network
As shown in Figure 3, ATN Napp is a network with multi-GAN ar-
chitecture includes a set of four locals GANs, Napp={N eye , Nnose ,
Nmouth , Nhair }, where N eye , Nnose , Nmouth , and Nhair are re-
spectively trained for translating facial regions of eye, nose, mouth,
and hair, from the input p ∈ P to the outputm ∈ M .
3.2.1 Translating regions of eyes and mouths. Eyes and mouths
are the critical components of manga faces but are the hardest parts
to translate, since they are most noticed, error sensitive, and vary
with different facial expressions. For N eye and Nmouth , for better
mapping the unpaired data, we couple it with a reverse mapping,
inspired by the network architecture of CycleGAN [64]. Accord-
ingly, the baseline architecture of N δ (δ∈{eye, mouth}) includes the
forward / backward generator GδM /G
δ
P and the corresponding dis-
criminator DδP /D
δ
M . G
δ
M learns the mapping Ψ
δ
app : pδ→ m̂δ , and
N
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Figure 3: ATN is a network with multi-GANs architecture, con-
sists of four local GANs, designed to translate each facial re-
gion respectively. Moreover, we tailor different training strate-
gies and encoders to improve their performances.
GδP learns the reverse mapping Ψ
δ ′
app : mδ→p̂ δ , where m̂δi and p̂δi
are the generated fake samples; the discriminator DδP /D
δ
M learn
to distinguish real samples pδ /mδ and fake samples p̂δ /m̂δ . Our
generators GδP , G
δ
M use the Resnet 6 blocks [14], and D
δ
P , D
δ
M use
the Markovian discriminator of 70 × 70 patchGANs [19, 28, 30].
We adopt the stable least-squares losses [38] instead of negative
log-likelihood objective [12] as our adversarial losses Ladv , defined
as
Lδadv (GδM ,DδM ) = Emδ∼Mδ [(DδM (mδ ) − 1)2]
+ Epδ∼Pδ [DδM (GδM (pδ ))2]
, (1)
while Lδadv (GδP ,DδP ) is defined in a similar manner.
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Lcyc is the cycle-consistency loss [64] that is used to constrain
the mapping solution between the input and the output domain,
defined as
Lδcyc (GδP ,GδM ) = Epδ∼Pδ [∥GδP (GδM (pδ )) − pδ ∥1]
+ Emδ∼Mδ [∥GδM (GδP (mδ )) −mδ ∥1]
. (2)
However, we find that the baseline architectures of N eye and
Nmouth with Ladv and Lcyc still fail to preserve the similarity
between two domains. Specifically, for regions of eye and mouth, it
always produces messy results since the networks almost unable to
match colored photos and discrete black lines of mangas. Therefore,
we further make three following improvements to optimize their
performances.
First, we design a Similarity Preserving (SP) module with an
SP loss LSP to enhance the similarity. Second, we train an encoder
Eeye that can extract the main backbone of peye to binary results, as
the input of N eye , and an encoder Emouth that encodes pmouth to
binary edge-lines, used to guide the shape of manga mouth2. Third, a
structural smoothing loss LSS is designed for encouraging networks
to produce manga with smooth stroke-lines, defined as
LSS (GδP ,GδM )=
1√
2πσ
[ ∑
j ∈{1,2, ...,N }
exp
(−(GδP (mδ )j − µ)2
2σ 2
)
+
∑
k ∈{1,2, ...,N }
exp
(
−(G
δ
M (pδ )k − µ)2
2σ 2
)] , (3)
where LSS based on a Gaussian model with µ= 2552 , GδP (mδ )j or
GδM (pδ )k is the j-th or k-th pixel of GδP (mδ ) or GδM (pδ ). The under-
lying idea is that producing unnecessary gray areas will distract and
mess the manga results since manga mainly consists of black and
white stroke lines. Thus, we give a pixel smaller loss when its gray
value closer to black (0) or white (255), to smooth the gradient edges
of black stroke lines and produce clean results.
Similarity Preserving Module. The main idea of SP module is
that keeping the similarity between two images at a lower resolution
can give them similar spatial distributions and different pixel details
when they are up-sampled to a higher resolution. As shown in Figure
4(a), we append two SP modules on both forward and backward
mappings of N δ . SP module leverages a pre-trained network ϕ that
we designed to extract feature maps in different latent spaces and
resolutions. The architecture of ϕ as shown in Figure 4(b), it only
uses few convolutional layers since we consider the correspondences
of encoded features are relatively clear. For the forward mapping
Ψδapp : m̂δ=GδM (pδ ), we input pδ and GδM (pδ ) to SP module, and
optimizeGδM by minimizing the loss functions LSP (GδM ,pδ ) defined
as
LSP (GδM ,pδ ) =
∑
i ∈ϕ
λiLϕ,if eat
[
f
ϕ
i (pδ ), f
ϕ
i (GδM (pδ ))
]
+ λIL Ipixel
[
pδ ,GδM (pδ )
]
,
(4)
where λi , λI controls the relative importance of each objective,
LIpixel and L
ϕ,i
f eat are used to keep the similarity on pixel-wise
and different feature-wise respectively. L Ipixel and L
ϕ,i
f eat defined
as
2Training details of the two encoders are described in Section 7.5.1.
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Figure 4: (a) We append two SP modules on both forward and
backward mappings. (b) SP module extracts feature maps with
different resolutions and measures the similarities between two
inputs in different latent spaces.
Lϕ,if eat [f
ϕ
i (pδ ), f
ϕ
i (GδM (pδ ))]=
f ϕi (pδ )−f ϕi (GδM (pδ ))22
LIpixel [ pδ ,GδM (pδ )]=
pδ−GδM (pδ )22 , (5)
where f ϕi (x) is a feature map extracted from i-th layer of network
ϕ when x as the input. Note that we only extract feature maps after
pooling layers.
Combining Eq.(1)-(5), the full objective for learning the appear-
ance mappings of N δ (δ∈{eye, mouth}) is:
Lδapp =Lδadv (GδM ,DδM ) + Lδadv (GδP ,DδP )
+ α1Lδcyc (GδP ,GδM ) + α2LδSP (GδM ,pδ )
+ α3LδSP (GδP ,mδ ) + α4LSS (GδM ,GδP )
, (6)
where α1 to α4 used to balance the multiple objectives.
3.2.2 Translating regions of nose and hair. Noses are insignifi-
cant to manga faces since almost all characters have a similar nose
in the target manga style. Therefore, Nnose adopts a generating
method instead of a translating one, which follows the architecture
of progressive growing GANs [22] that can produce a large number
of high-quality results similar to training data. As shown in Figure
3(d), we first train a variational autoencoder [26] to encode the nose
region of the input photo into a feature vector, then make the vector
as a seed to generate a default manga nose, and we also allow users
to change it according to their preferences.
Nhair employs a pre-trained generator of APDdrawingGAN [59]
that can produce binary portrait hair with the style similar to manga.
In addition, the coordinates of generated portraits can accurately
correspond to the input photos. As shown in Figure 3(e), we first
extract the rough hair region by a hair segmentation method [41]
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Figure 5: The pipeline of GTN. (a) To improve the variety of
facial collocation mode, GTN divides geometric information
into three independent attributes, i.e., facial features’ locations,
sizes, and face shape, while including three sub-GANs Nloc ,
Nsiz , Nsha to targetedly translate them. (b) According to the
pre-computed proportion of cheek and forehead, we produce
the geometric features of a whole manga face.
with a fine-tune of expanding the segmented area, and then remove
the extra background area by a portrait segmentation method [51].
3.3 Geometric transformation network
The goal of GTN is to translate the geometric features of faces
from the photo domain to the manga domain, where we represent
these features with facial landmarks. Let LP and LM express the do-
main of landmarks corresponding to photo and manga. GTN learns
a geometric mapping Ψдeo : lp∈LP → lm∈LM , where lm must be
similar to lp and follow manga’s geometric style. For training data,
each landmark lp can be extracted by an existing face landmark de-
tector [24], and 106 facial landmarks of manga data lm are manually
marked by us.
When translating facial landmarks, an issue is that the collocation
mode of facial features constrains the variety of results. For example,
people with the same face shape may have different sizes or locations
of eyes, nose, or mouth. However, GAN may generate them in a
fixed or similar collocation mode when it is trained by the landmarks
of global faces. Accordingly, as shown in Figure 5, we divide the
geometric features into three attributions (face shape, facial features’
locations and sizes) and employ three sub-GANs Nsha , Nloc , Nsiz
to translate them respectively.
Input of sub-GANs. For Nloc , we employ relative locations in-
stead of absolute coordinates, since directly generating coordinates
may incur few facial features beyond the face profile. As shown
in Figure 6(b), for lp , relative locations are represented as a vector
ξloc (lp ). ξloc (lp ) = {lelp , lerp , lnp , lmp } and ξloc (lm ) is represented
similarly, where lelp , l
er
p , l
n
p , l
m
p represent regions of left eye, right
eye, nose, and mouth respectively. Take lnp as an example, its relative
location is represented as three scalars ln_clp(d ) , l
n_cr
p(d ) , l
n_cb
p(d ) , corre-
sponding to distances of nose’s center to cheek’s left edge, right
edge, and bottom edge respectively, and lelp , l
er
p , l
m
p are defined sim-
ilarly. Nsiz only learns the mapping of facial features’ widths, since
the length-width ratio of the generated manga facial regions are fixed.
Then, the size features of lp is represent as ξsiz (lp ) = {lelp(w ), lerp(w ),
lnp(w ), l
m
p(w )}, where lelp(w ), lerp(w ), lnp(w ), lmp(w ) represent the width of
left eye, right eye, nose, and mouth respectively. Nsha learns to
translate the face shape, where the face shape is represented as the
landmark of cheek region containing 17 points.
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Figure 6: (a) Architectures of Nloc , Nsiz , and Nsha . (b) Defini-
tions of relative locations in ξloc (lp ) and ξloc (lm ).
Network architecture. As shown in Figure 6(a), Nloc , Nsiz , and
Nshp roughly follow the structure of CycleGAN [64] with adver-
sarial loss Ladv as eq(1) and cycle loss Lcyc as eq(2). Moreover,
we replace all convolutional layer in generators with the fully con-
nected layers, and add the characteristic loss Lcha [2] that leverages
the differences between a face and the mean face to measure the
distinctive features after exaggeration. Let LLMcha (GLM ) indicates the
characteristic loss on the forward mapping, defined as
LLMcha (GLM ) = Eξ∗(lp )∼ξ∗(LP )
{
1 − cos[ξ∗(lp )
− ξ∗(LP ),GLM (ξ∗(lp )) − ξ∗(LM )]
} , (7)
where ξ∗(LP ) or ξ∗(LM ) denotes the averages of vector ξ∗(LP ) or
ξ∗(LM )whose format defined by network N∗, ∗∈{loc, siz, shp}, while
the reverse loss LLPcha is defined similarly. We let Lloc denotes the loss
of Nloc , and losses of Nsiz and Nsha are represented in a similar
manner. The objective function Lдeo to optimize GTN is
Lдeo =L
loc
LP
adv +Lloc
LM
adv +β1Lloccyc+β2(Lloc
LP
cha+Lloc
LM
cha )
+L
siz
LP
adv +Lsiz
LM
adv +β3Lsizcyc+β4(Lsiz
LP
cha+Lsiz
LM
cha )
+L
sha
LP
adv + Lsha
LM
adv + β5Lshacyc+β6( Lsha
LP
cha+ Lshp
LM
cha )
, (8)
where β1 to β6 used to balance the multiple objectives.
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Figure 7: In synthesis module, we generate manga by fusing all
facial components and their geometric features.
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Finally, as shown in Figure 5(b), according to the pre-defined
proportion of cheek and forehead, we produce the geometric features
of the whole manga face.
3.4 Synthesis Module
The goal of this module is to synthesis an attractive manga face
by combining facial components and their geometric features. As
mentioned above, facial components of eyes, nose, mouth, and hair
are generated by ATN in Section 3.2, and the geometric features of
them are generated by GTN in Section 3.3.
The pipeline of fusing components is shown in Figure 7. First, we
resize and locate facial components following the geometric features
[Figure 7(a)]. Second, the face shape is drawn by the fitting curve
of generated landmarks, based on the method of Piecewise Cubic
Hermite Interpolating Polynomial (PCHIP) [9], where PCHIP can
obtain a smooth curve and effectively preserving the face shape
[Figure 7 (b)]. Then, for ear regions, we provide 10 components of
manga ears instead of generating them, since they are stereotyped
and unimportant for facial expression. Moreover, we collect 8 manga
bodies in our dataset, 5 for male, and 3 for female, that mainly used
for decorating faces. In the end, we output a default manga result,
and provide a toolkit that allows users to fast fine-tune the size
and location of each manga component, and to switch components
that insignificant for facial expression (i.e., noses, ears, and bodies)
following their preferences [Figure 7 (c)].
4 EXPERIMENT
In the following experiments, we first introduce our dataset and
training details in Section 7.8 and then evaluate the effectiveness
of our improvements in Section 7.5.1. Finally, in Section 7.5.2,
we compare our MangaGAN with other state-of-the-art works. We
implemented MangaGAN in PyTorch [42] and all experiments are
performed on a computer with an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.
4.1 Training
Dataset. The datasets we used in experiments are divided into
three parts, i.e., the manga dataset Dm , the photo dataset Dp , and the
portrait dataset Db . Dm , called MangaGAN-BL, is a novel dataset
constructed by us and is collected from a world popular manga
work Bleach [27]. It contains manga facial features of 448 eyes,
109 noses, 179 mouths, and 106 frontal view of manga faces whose
landmarks have been marked manually. Moreover, each sample of
Dm is normalized to 256×256 and is optimized by cropping, angle-
correction, and repairing of disturbing elements (e.g, covering of
hairs, glasses, shadows); Dp contains 1197 front view of face photos
collected from CFD [37], and Db contains 1197 black-and-white
portraits generated by APDrawingGAN [59] when Dp as input.
Training details. For training MangaGAN, each training data of
the photo domain and the manga domain is converted to grayscale
with 1 channel, and each landmark of manga face is pre-processed
by symmetric processing to generate more symmetrical faces. For all
experiments, we set α1=10, α {2,3}=5, α4=1 in Eq.(6); β {1,3,5}=10,
β {2,4,6}=1 in Eq.(8); the parameters of LSP in Eq.(4) are fixed at
λI=1, λpool5=1, λi=0, i∈{pool1,pool2,pool3,pool4} with the output
resolution of 256×256. Moreover, we employ the Adam solver [25]
with a batch size of 5. All networks use the learning rate of 0.0002
for the first 100 epochs, where the rate is linearly decayed to 0 over
the next 100 epochs.
4.2 Ablation experiment of our improvements
In Section 3.2.1, encoders Eeye and Emouth help GANs to cap-
ture the abstract correspondences of eye and mouth regions, respec-
tively. Eeye is a conditional GAN model basically following [19],
and is pretrained by paired eye regions of photos from dataset Dp
and their binary result from dataset Db ; Emouth includes a landmark
detector [24] and a pre-processed program that smoothly connects
landmarks of mouth to the black edge-lines to guide the shape of a
manga mouth.
With the help of Eeye and Emou , as shown in Figure 10, our
method can effectively preserve the shape of eyebrows (red arrows),
eyes, and mouths, and further abstract them into manga style. With-
out Eeye or Emou , the network cannot capture the correspondences
or generated messy results, as shown in the 6th and 12th columns
in Figure 8.
SP module is essential to keep the similarity between the photo do-
main and the manga domain. As shown in the 5th and 11th columns
in Figure 8, without the SP module, neither the manga style nor the
similarity between input and output can be well preserved.
Structural Smoothing (SS) loss is also a key to produce mangas
with clean appearances and smooth stroke-lines. As shown in the 4th
and 10th columns in Figure 8, for both eyes and mouth, when train-
ing with SS loss, the structure of black stroke lines are effectively
smoothed and the gray messy pixels are reduced as well.
4.3 Comparison with state-of-the-art methods
We compare MangaGAN with nine state-of-the-art methods that
have potentials to produce manga-like results: the first class is NST
methods, containing Gatys [11], Fast NST [21], SCNST [20], Deep
Image Analogy [35], CNNMRF [29], and Headshot Portrait [53]. For
fair comparison, as shown in Figure 11, we employ three different
manga faces (one of which is our result) as the style targets to stylize
each input photo respectively. The results show that these methods
generally produce warping stroke lines and fail to produce clean
manga face, since they focus on transferring the texture and color
from the style target. They roughly follow the structure of the photo
content, and ignore the transformation of geometric features.
The second class we compared with is cross-domain translation
methods, containing CycleGAN [64], UNIT [36], and Im2pencil
[32] as shown in Figure 12. For fair comparison, we train CycleGAN
and UNIT to translate the whole face region, and translate each facial
feature, respectively. For the whole face region translation as shown
in Figure 12(c)(d), we only train the ROI [Figure 12(b)] to make
these methods easier to find the correspondences between photo
and manga, where the photo domain trained by 1197 frontal facial
photos’ ROIs in Db , and the manga domain trained by 83 frontal
manga faces’ ROIs in Dm . For each facial feature translation as
shown in Figure 12(e)(f), we append CycleGAN and UNIT on the
ATN structure, and train each facial region by the same data as we
use. Comparison results in Figure 12 show that the other methods
get trouble in matching the poor correspondences between photo and
manga, i.e., they focus on matching the dark region of photos and
manga, and do not translate the face shape and stroke-line structures.
Unlike them, our method can effectively make the output similar
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Figure 8: Comparison results of eye and mouth regions based on different improvements. Obviously, without our improvements, the
network produces poor manga results with messy regions and artifacts, and even cannot capture the correspondences between inputs
and outputs.
(a)
(b)
Figure 9: (a) Samples of eye regions in target manga work. (b)
Samples of mouth regions in target manga work. Comparison
with the generated results in Figure 8 and 10, we observe our
method effectively preserve the style of the target manga work.
to the appearance of the target manga (e.g., exaggerated eyelids,
smooth eyebrows, simplified mouths) as shown in Figure 12(h)(i).
5 DISCUSSION
The performance on preserving manga style. Most of the state-
of-the-art methods prone to translate the color or texture of the artis-
tic image, and ignore the translation of geometric abstraction. As
shown in Figure 11 and 12, the stylized faces they generated are sim-
ilar to the input photos with only color or texture changing, which
makes them more like the realistic sketches or portraits than the ab-
stract mangas. Unlike them, we extend the translation to the structure
of stroke lines and the geometric abstraction of facial features (e.g.,
simplified eyes and mouths, beautified facial proportions), which
makes our results more like the works drawn by the manga artist.
The performance on preserving user identity. We generate
manga face guided by the input photo, however, manga charac-
ters are typically fictitious, simplified, idealized and much unlike
real people. Specifically, manga faces are usually designed to own
optimum proportions, and the facial features are simplified to sev-
eral black lines [Figure 12(i)]. Therefore, the excessive similarity
between the output and input will make the output unlike a manga.
To generate typical and clean manga faces, we even remove the
detail textures and beautify the proportions of facial features, which
Input Encoded Result Input Encoded Result(a)
 
Input Encoded Result Input Encoded Result(b)
Figure 10: (a) Samples of eye regions. (b) Samples of mouth
regions (red lines indicate landmarks). Our method can effec-
tively preserve the shape of eyebrows (red arrows), eyes, and
mouths, and further abstracts them into manga style.
compromise the performance on preserving the user identity. Ac-
cordingly, it is reasonable that there are some dissimilarities between
the output manga face and the input facial photo.
More evaluations. To subjectively evaluate the performances
of our methods on preserving manga style, user identity, and vi-
sual attractiveness, we conduct a series of user studies in Section
2 of the supplementary materials. Moreover, we also show more
experimental results and generated manga faces in Section 5 of our
supplementary materials.
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Input photo
GatysOurs  Deep Image AnalogyStyle Target  CNNMRF  Headshot PortraitFast NST SCNST
Figure 11: Comparison results with NST methods, containing Gatys [11], Fast NST [21], SCNST [20], Deep Image Analogy [35],
CNNMRF [29], and Headshot Portrait [53]. For fair comparison, we employ three different manga faces (one of which is our result)
as the style targets to stylize each input photo respectively.
Input photo
(a)
Ours
(j)
CycleGAN  UNIT  UNIT+ATNCycleGAN+ATN Ours ROIROI Im2Pencil
(b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)
Target manga sample
Figure 12: Comparison results with cross-domain translation methods. (a) Input photo. (b) ROI of the input photo. (c)-(h) Results
of CycleGAN [64], UNIT [36], Im2Pencil [32], APDrawingGAN [59], and our method, respectively. (i) Some typical face samples in
target manga work [27]. We obverse that our method can effectively preserve the manga style of (i), e.g., exaggerated eyelid, smooth
eyebrow, and simplified mouth. More generated samples as shown in Figure 8 and 9 in our Supplemental Material.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the first GAN-based method for unpaired
photo-to-manga translation, called MangaGAN. It is inspired by the
prior-knowledge of drawing manga, and can translate a frontal face
photo into the manga domain with preserving the style of a popular
manga work. Extensive experiments and user studies show that
MangaGAN can produce high-quality manga faces and outperforms
other state-of-the-art methods.
7 SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
7.1 Overview
In this document we provide the following supplementary con-
tents:
• a series of user studies to subjectively evaluate our method
and related state-of-the-art works (Section 7.2);
• more details about the ablation experiment of our improve-
ments (Section 7.5.1);
• more qualitative results of comparison with state-of-the-art
style methods (Section 7.5.2);
• details about our network architectures (Section 7.6);
• more generated samples of our MangaGAN (Section 7.7);
• our dataset and download link (Section 7.8);
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• some failure cases (Section 7.9).
7.2 User Study
To subjectively evaluate our performances on preserving manga
style, user identity and visual attractiveness, we conduct two user
studies in Section 7.3 and Section 7.4 respectively.
7.3 Preserve manga style and user identity
Method. We design an online questionnaire, which first shows
some samples of input photo and our corresponding results, and then
appends two questions, “How much do you think our results are
similar to the target manga style?” and “How much do you think
our results are similar to the input photos?”. All users are required
to vote one of five selections (very dissimilar, dissimilar, common,
similar, and very similar) according to their observation. To evaluate
our work professionally, we anonymously open the questionnaire to
a professional manga forum, and ask the experienced manga readers
to attend this user study.
Result. In a two-week period, 157 participants attended this user
study. The summarized results as shown in Figure 14. We observe
that 86.62 % participants believe our results preserve the style of
target manga, and 78.98 % participants believe our results are sim-
ilar to the input photos, which indicates that our method has good
performances on both two aspects.
7.4 Visual attractiveness
Method. We invited 20 volunteers (10 males and 10 females)
irrelevant to this work to conduct a user study. Preparing for the
experiment, we firstly select ten face photos from Dp randomly.
Then, each photo is expanded to two group of images. The first group
containing: one input photo and stylized results that are produced by
six NST methods (Gatys [11], Fast NST [21], SCNST [20], Deep
Image Analogy [35], CNNMRF [29], Headshot Portrait [53]), and
our MangaGAN, respectively; another group containing: one input
Number 
of votes
Number 
of votes
Figure 13: Results of our online user study. Upper: The user
study on how much the similarity between our results and tar-
get manga style. Bottom: The user study on how much the simi-
larity between our results and input photos.
Number of Votes ScoreFigure 14: User studies on the visual attractiveness of NST
methods and ours. Left: Voting results of the method that has
the most attractive results. Right: Boxplot of scoring results for
visual attractiveness.
Number of Votes
Score
Figure 15: User studies on the visual attractiveness of cross-
domain translation methods and ours. Left: Voting results of
the method that has the most attractive results. Right: Boxplot
of scoring results for visual attractiveness.
photo and stylized results that are produced by five cross-domain
translation methods (CycleGAN [64], UNIT [36], CycleGAN+ATN,
UNIT+ATN, and Im2pencil [32]), and our MangaGAN, respectively.
Finally, each volunteer is asked to complete two tasks for each image
group: the first task is scoring 1 to 5 for each method’s result, where
a higher score indicates a higher attractiveness; another task is to
vote for the method with the most attractive results.
Result. As shown in Figure 14, compared with NST methods,
our method scored the highest on visual-quality, and over 70% vol-
unteers believe our results are the most attractive ones. As shown
in Figure 15, compared with cross-domain translation methods, our
method still gets the highest score and the most number of votes.
The above user studies show that our MangaGAN has reached the
state-of-the-art level on visual attractiveness.
7.5 Supplemental Experiment
7.5.1 Ablation experiment of our improvements. In Figure 16,
we show more comparison results corresponding to the ablation
experiments in Section 4.2 of the main paper. We can observe that:
the structural smoothing loss LSS can make the structure of stroke
lines smooth, and constrain the generation of mess gray areas; the
SP module successfully preserves the similarity between the input
photos and the output mangas; the encoder Eeye effectively helps
the network extract the main structure of the eye region and capture
the poor correspondences between photos and mangas. Without the
above improvements, the model cannot generate high-quality results
with clean stroke lines and an attractive manga style.
7.5.2 More qualitative results of comparison. According to
Section 4.3 of the main paper, for more fair comparisons, we leverage
related state-of-the-art methods and our methods to translate the
same local facial regions (e.g., eye and mouth) respectively. For
NST methods, we use three different manga eyes and mouths (one
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of which is our result) as the style targets to stylize the input photo
respectively. For cross-domain translation methods, we train them to
translate the same local facial region, using the same dataset as us.
Comparison results as shown in Figure 17. We observe that nei-
ther the NST methods nor the cross-domain methods can generate
clean and attractive manga eyes and mouthes, due to the reasons we
concluded in Section 4.3 of the main paper.
7.6 Network Architecture
In Section 3.2 of the main paper, N eye , Nmouth , and Nnose are
respectively trained for translating facial regions of eye, mouth, and
nose, from the input photo p ∈ P to the output manga m ∈ M . The
generators of N eye and Nmouth use the Resnet 6 blocks [14, 64],
and the discriminators use the Markovian discriminator of 70 × 70
patchGANs [19, 28, 30]. We also tested using U-Net [44] or Resnet
9 blocks [14] as the generators of N eye and Nmouth , but they often
produce messy results. Table 1 illustrates the network architectures
used for the generators of N eye and Nmouth .
Table 1: Network architecture used for the generators of N eye
and Nmouth .
Type Kernal Size Output Channels Output Size
Input N/A 1 256
Conv 7 64 256
ReLu+Conv+IN 3 128 128
Residual block 3 256 64
Residual block 3 256 64
Residual block 3 256 64
Residual block 3 256 64
Residual block 3 256 64
Residual block 3 256 64
ReLu+DeConv+IN 3 128 128
ReLu+DeConv+IN 3 64 256
ReLu+Conv+IN 7 1 256
Nnose employs a generating method instead of a translating one,
which follows the architecture of progressive growing GANs [22].
The network architectures of Nnose as illustrated in Table 2.
MangaGAN-BL can be downloaded by the Google Drive link:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1viLG8fbT4lVXAwrYBO
xVLoJrS2ZTUC3o?usp=sharing.
7.7 Generated Samples
In Table 3, we show some generated samples of paired eye regions.
For one people with different facial expressions, our method success-
fully preserves the similarities of manga eyes, and the appearances
of manga eyes are adaptively changed with the facial expressions as
well; for different people, our method can effectively preserve the
shape of eyebrows and eyes, and further abstract them into manga
style.
Some generated samples of manga noses as shown in Figure 20.
Moreover, in Figure 18 and Figure 19, we show some manga faces
with high resolution, generated for males and females.
Table 2: Network architecture used for the generators of Nnose .
Generator
Type Kernal Size Output Channels Output Size
Latent vector N/A 512 1
Conv+LReLU 4 512 4
Conv+LReLU 3 512 4
Upsample N/A 512 8
Conv+LReLU 3 512 8
Conv+LReLU 3 512 8
Upsample N/A 512 16
Conv+LReLU 3 512 16
Conv+LReLU 3 512 16
Upsample N/A 512 32
Conv+LReLU 3 512 32
Conv+LReLU 3 512 32
Upsample N/A 512 64
Conv+LReLU 3 256 64
Conv+LReLU 3 256 64
Upsample N/A 256 128
Conv+LReLU 3 128 128
Conv+LReLU 3 128 128
Upsample N/A 64 256
Conv+LReLU 3 64 256
Conv+LReLU 3 64 256
Conv+liner 1 3 256
Discriminator
Type Kernal Size Output Channels Output Size
Input image N/A 3 256
Conv+LReLU 1 64 256
Conv+LReLU 3 64 256
Conv+LReLU 3 128 256
Downsample N/A 128 128
Conv+LReLU 3 128 128
Conv+LReLU 3 256 128
Downsample N/A 256 64
Conv+LReLU 3 256 64
Conv+LReLU 3 512 64
Downsample N/A 512 32
Conv+LReLU 3 512 32
Conv+LReLU 3 512 32
Downsample N/A 512 16
Conv+LReLU 3 512 16
Conv+LReLU 3 512 16
Downsample N/A 512 8
Conv+LReLU 3 512 8
Conv+LReLU 3 512 8
Downsample N/A 512 4
Conv+LReLU 3 512 4
Conv+LReLU 3 512 4
Conv+LReLU 4 512 1
Fully-connected+linear N/A 1 1
7.8 Dataset
Our dataset MangaGAN-BL is collected from a world popular
manga work Bleach [? ]. It contains manga facial features of 448
eyes, 109 noses, 179 mouths, and 106 frontal view of manga faces
whose landmarks have been marked manually. Moreover, each sam-
ple of MangaGAN-BL is normalized to 256×256 and optimized by
cropping, angle-correction, and repairing of disturbing elements (e.g,
covering of hairs, glasses, shadows).
7.9 Failure Cases
Although our method can generate attractive manga faces in
many cases, the network still produces some typical failure cases.
As shown in Figure 21, when the input eyes are close to the hair, part
of the hair area will be selected into the input image, which results
in some artifacts in the generated manga. These failure cases are
caused by the incomplete content of our dataset. For example, our
data for training manga eyes only include clean eye regions, thus
the model cannot be adaptive to some serious interference elements
(e.g., hair, glasses).
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Figure 16: Ablation experiment of our improvements on eye regions. From left to right: input face photos, results of encoder Eeye , our
results, results of removing structural smoothing loss LSS , results of removing SP module, and results of removing Eeye .
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Table 3: Some samples of eye regions in input photos and generated mangas.
Left Eye Right Eye
Input Result ResultInput
Left Eye Right Eye
Input Result ResultInput
Results of different people
People with different facial expressions
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Input Ours
OursInput
Gatys Fast NST
 Deep Image Analogy CNNMRF
CycleGAN OursInput CycleGANUNIT
Gatys Fast NST
 Deep Image Analogy CNNMRF
Input Ours
UNIT
Figure 17: Upper: comparison results with NST methods, containing Gatys [11], Fast NST [21], Deep Image Analogy [35], and
CNNMRF [29]. Bottom: comparison results with GAN-based one-to-one translation methods, containing CycleGAN [64] and UNIT
[36].
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